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Page 2: Winner of Club Car 2000
The election has chosen a winner! (No, in Florida the counting of votes may not be over. But we are through!). For the contest
4/99 the winner has been chosen. The proposals of the members of the club decided on the winner of the Club Car 2000. The
winner is the gondola with brakeman’s cabin, Type X ‘Erfurt’ of the DRG, loaded with a Lanz Bulldog. This proposal with the
number 7 was presented by Mr. Siegfried Fisher (D), who received the Winner Car. On the 2nd and 3rd place the proposal No.6
from the winner Mr. Helmut Geduldig (D) - Old time tank car ‘Isover’ - and proposal No. 2 from the winner Mr. Ralf Koch (D)
– Through train passenger car of Ferroviae dello Stato 1. Klasse - are placed.
Text of picture: The Car of the year 2000 as elected from the Z Club 92: A gondola with brakemans cabin, Type X ‘Erfurt’ of
the DRG, loaded with a Lanz Bulldog. The picture shows a first model, some modifications are possible.

Special Cars
Herewith we like to thank all persons who are cooperating with the Z Club 92 and who have sent in an examples of a special
car manufactured by Märklin or MTL and which was initiated by these persons. These models are published in the Club Revue
and also on the Internet page as follows: http://www.zclub92.com/2000/d_/services/servicea_werbewagen.html. Only with this
support are we able to report to our members on such unique items. To distribute the news on your special cars, please send a
car to:  Z Club 92, via Morgagni 15/2, I-41100 Modena, Italy.

Please confirm  that and where you are still living!
Again here we try to chase down the correct address of members, whose correct address is not known to us, because the letters
are coming back ‘addressee unknown’. The help of other members is welcomed. We are looking for:
Bernd Maurer - D-71576 Burgstetten.

Page 3. Z Club 92
The magazine contains no commercial advertising and publishes articles only covering technical themes. Copyright law covers
published articles. Any kind of reproduction or publication of text or pictures needs prior permission. The Club encourages any
kind of cooperation and is happy with any member willing to participate by sending in materials for publication. However, we
cannot guarantee publication or return of submitted materials. If return is desired, please provide return postage. Material must
be sent in with a statement of the author’s name and address. The submitter must have the right to publish the article. 

Page 3: Cover - Christmas Car
One of the most important items for scale Z collectors was the presentation of a Christmas car (80610). This Christmas car is
contained in a transparent ball with a diameter of 70 mm. With a golden cord you may hang the ball from your Christmas tree.

Page 4: HMZ: Big dream on small tracks
There are only a few who have not dreamed of a model railroad in their childhood. The tiny locomotive with tender, pulling
untiringly three cars around an oval track is legendary. Very often, this legend laid the foundation stone for a hobby, which -
sometimes with temporary interruptions - lasts for a lifetime. However, sometimes the realization of this dream was not possi-
ble due to the lack of space at home. Now the realization of such a ‘castle in the air’ may be admired at in the romantic village
Lautenthal (Oberharz). Recently there was inaugurated one of the largest and most modern model railroad show in Europe. On
an area of about 11,000 sq.ft. several layouts were built in the scales 1, HO, TT, N and Z. More than 200 trains are running,
mostly digitally controlled. Trains with a length of 17 feet, scheduled train dispatching, ‘block’ controlled operation like in the
real world, announcements in stations, video sequences out of running trains, romantic night time scenes are only some of the
several highlights of the layout. Professional modelers built the layout. The main attraction is a 160 ft long and up to 7 ft wide
layout in scale HO. The theme of the layout is ‘From the coast line to the high mountains’. As era the epoch V, i.e. the time of
the ‘Deutsche Bahn AG’ (United German Railway) was chosen. So, slick trains are prevailing like ICEs, Eurocity-, Intercity-,
Interregio-trains and regional railways, pulled by E- and Diesel-locomotives. However also the railroad romantics are delight-
ed. Once in a while a steam loco pulling a special train is squeezed into the schedule, just in real life. About 100 trains are con-
trolled by two PCs. They run through tunnels and across bridges, through suburbs and deep forests. Railroad repair shops, small
stations or main stations of a large city, everything you may find like in the real railroad world. A further layout in scale TT
(1:120) is showing a double track main line with a side line branching off in the ‘Elbsandsteingebirge’ in the ‘Sächsische
Schweiz’ (Saxon Switzerland). This layout, 33 ft long and 5 ft wide in the epoch III/IV, shows the transition from steam locos
to modern diesel- and e-locos. A layout, 25 ft long and 5 ft wide in scale N (1:160) rounds off the program with the nicest
scenery of the ‘Vorbild’, the beautiful river Rhine area. Here the epoch I/II was chosen, i.e. the beginning of the railroading.
Romantic trains of this time are seen but also elegant trains like the ‘Rheingold’ are running. Up, up and away the scale Z
(1:220) has its place. On three levels in the Swiss alps the tiny trains are running or waiting at a lonesome station. Then they
roll further on through the majestic mountain scenery. Here, the advantage of scale Z is obvious - generously stretched out and
a near reality environment without the necessity to use large spaces. To the delight of the kids the Wild West comes to life on
the scale 1 layout ‘Cacti Country’. This layout has a length of 130 ft and a width of 10 ft and is a fine example of this biggest
scale among the ‘small’ model railroads. A cafeteria, several playgrounds for the kids and some painting tables are also avail-
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able. The model railroad centre is opened daily from 10 to 18 hours. A large parking lot for cars and busses is next to the cen-
tre. By car you get to the centre via the Autobahn A7, Exit Seesen or Rhüden. By train you get a bus connection (line 408) to
Lautenthal at the station in Goslar. 
HMZ GmbH, Wildemanner Strasse 9, D-38685 Langelsheim
Phone: +49 (0) 5325 - 54 61 00, FAX: +49 (0) 5325 - 54 61 19, http://www.spedifix.de/modellbahn

Photo: Here at the scale Z layout of the ‘Harzer Modellbahnzentrum’ the relationships are shown correctly: The man made rail-
road appears very fragile compared with mighty mother nature.

Page 6: Crossing the Desert with the ICE
The introduction of the ‘Amtrak’-ICE in scale Z was decisive to build this small layout. The layout is designed to be inserted
in a cabinet. It has the dimensions 2.5 x 1.4 ft. For nearly all the decoration for the scenery, natural material is used. The sand
was found on the beaches of the island of Formentera. The ‘rocks’ are stones from the Taunus mountains I picked up at some
hiking trips and the trunks of the palm trees I found in my garden.
Base plate
The base plate is made from 2/3 inch plywood, cut to measure by a joiner. Onto this plate I glued a 2 inch thick layer of Styrodur.
I use only Styrodur sheets because it is very easy to cut, saw or finish off this material. 
Laying of the tracks
The track layout is very simple. There are two concentric oval tracks. The inner one is bent to the inner sides. So, a simple oper-
ation with two trains is possible without large technical refinements.
At first the tracks were laid out on the plate and marked. Then Ponal (a white glue) was spread over the marked areas and the
tracks were laid onto the thick wet glue layer and fixed. Thereafter the ‘ballasting’ started. With a teaspoon I spread the sand
onto the tracks so that just the ties were visible. With a small brush the sand was distributed outwards towards the rails. The
sand between the rails was distributed so that only the top of the ties were seen. With a flower sprayer, using a mixture of deter-
gent and water the tracks were wet. Then I added a water/Ponal mixture to the sand ballast with a throw away sprayer. 
The most important task now is to scrutinize of the tracks for sand clinging on the rails. These particles have to be removed
immediately with a fine towel. As ballast I used meshed sand from a construction site because this sand is a mixture of bright
and dark grains. Before I put on the ballast I weathered the rails and added some ‘rust’. With paints of a rust and a middle gray
colour I painted with a very fine brush the inner and outer flanks of the rails ‘wet in wet’. Adding a gray colour to the rust colour
results in a ‘dirty’ colour. Rusty tracks are to be seen at the prototype only on tracks without any traffic. You have to watch out
for paint, accidentally dropped on the surface of the rails. If this happens, it has to be removed immediately using some cloth.
If you polish it off later, it may create scratches which are filled with dirt. This may cause problems in the operation phase. 
Designing the scenery
To design the scenery I used sand mixed with coloured turf from Woodland. To add this mixture I used the same method as for
the ballasting. The palm trees, cacti and trees are my own design. The trunks of the palm trees are small branches from plants
from my garden. The palm branches are from large kits of Haberl and Partner. The cut to measure branches are glued with Ponal
to the trunks. The cacti are made from cupper wires. At first I did the trunks and the branches. Afterwards, I soldered the arms
to the trunks. Then these plain cacti were coloured with various paints from Revell. When still wet, I sprinkled grass fibers on.
Street lights
I have used lamps from Brawa and put these on wood poles. They are connected with real functional overhead lines.
Technic
The layout was designed as a genuine ‘running’ operation without any stops. The power supply stems from two transformers
of Märklin. They are connected to ‘continuous train lighting elements’. Interesting facts of the history of the ICE In 1993, an
ICE, adapted to the US-environment, was tested for six months in the USA. Because the train had to travel also via long stretch-
es of tracks without overhead lines, two modern diesel locomotives and a supply car were painted in the ICE colours. Further
info you will find in the journal ‘Eisenbahn Kurier’ Aspekte 3 “Eisenbahnen in Nordamerika” (Railroads in Northern
America”). The train set shown there was created. Due to the lack of suitable models I have used a F7 loco.

Manfred Wilhelm

Page 9: Interessengemeinschaft Spur Z
In November 1995 the ‘Interessengemeinschaft Spur Z’ (Group of those interested in scale Z) was formed. We intended to show
that also in scale 1:220 it is possible to operate a layout with long stretches of  track, on which realistically composed (and also
long) cargo- and passenger trains are running without always ‘chasing their tail’. With such a layout we also try to get away
from the ‘frying-pan image’, away from the widely spread opinion, that model railroading in scale Z is possible only on beer
glass felts, under cheese covers and in brief-cases. With a modular layout these ideas can be realized. The individual modules
remain properties of the individual builders. They are temporarily loaned to us. We combine them to form a large module lay-
out at fairs and exhibitions. The necessary additional equipment e.g. legs, fabric-cover, info board, work bench, name plates etc.
is property of the Interessengemeinschaft Spur Z. To enable as many fans as possible to build anywhere in Germany or abroad
one or more modules, we have chosen the widely known ‘System Joerger’ for the connecting pieces. Also we have decided to
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use a very simple electric wiring system. With these measures we try to ease for scale Z fans who have not yet dared to build
a layout, the first step to enter the world of model railroading. Even students 10 to 14 years old have build within a model rail-
road group two modules of this scheme. This proves that our idea is not wrong. But also the experienced model railroad builder
of layouts and the electronic freak may live up to their hobby. A separate transformer for technical gadgets guarantees a flaw-
less operation on the main tracks of the whole layout. The pictures on these pages may give an impression of the many ideas
hidden in the individual modules. On page 9 below the Formula 1 racing circuit is on our layout. Prototype true models of rac-
ing cars (self made) in scale 1:220 in colours of red, silver, yellow and green are racing against each other. The tiny ‘Silver
Arrow’ had a mishap. The clearly marked traces of abraded rubber from a hard kick on the breaks show that it went off road
involuntary. A thick plume of smoke gives a hind of a serious motor defect. The smoke is generated with a Seuthe-
Smokegenerator. The pictures on page 10 above show a railroad maintenance yard. On the left picture it can be seen clearly that
here a module was inserted crossways to the general direction. The main traffic crosses the yard over a bridge at the narrow
side. The right picture shows the fully operational yard, which is operated independently from the main layout. The various
switching operations are worth seeing. Further examples of creative construction in scale 1:220 are presented on the pictures
on page 10 below. The model of a TV-antenna-tower on the left picture is a homage of the female constructor to her home town.
On this corner module, the very detailed and large creation of the mixed forest is remarkable. A herd of deer lives there. An
adapted part of a bridge was the basis of the ski-jump on the right picture. On page 11 above left you see a well built example
of the initiative of one of our members. Because not all vehicles are offered by the main manufacturers, there is room for small
scale manufacturers and self built models. This train of the ‘Rhaetischen Bahn’ was made by repainting and re-lettering. The
right picture on page 11 shows a further variation of the module techniques. In addition to the left and right modules a third
module was attached at the backside to enable a branch track. The pedestrian bridge was built using brass profiles, steel wire,
carton and a railing from the scrap box. On page 11 below left we go back to the racing track. For safety reasons a fence is nec-
essary. It is made from a real wire mesh and even the special device to prevent intrusion is modeled. A touch of Japan is to be
seen on the right picture on page 11 below. The kits to build temples are very popular in Japan. They are also available in scale
1:220. This kit was used to build this golden tea house. In Japan it is surrounded by a pond. Two flamingos can also be seen.
We confess that we are real model railroaders. This is also shown in our logo. The man playing with a railroad you find on large
posters at all fairs were we present our module layouts. Following these posters you find us easily. 160 ft track in scale Z - a
dream?? This question was put forward 5 years ago. In the meantime we have surpassed this goal. But we are not satisfied with
our achievements yet. So, we need also in the future participants to enlarge the modular layout. Have we caught your interest?
Were your fantasies stimulated while you were reading this article? Would you like to start your layout building by construct-
ing a module?  For further information please contact:

Interessengemeinschaft Spur Z, Postfach 7129, D-71317 Waiblingen
SiDi

Page 12: Texas Rail Road
The decision to build the layout described hereinafter, I made in 1998 at the International Model Rail Road Fair (IAM) in
Cologne. With this layout I intended to increase even more the attraction of the booth of the ‘Stammtisch Untereschbach’/Z
Club 92 at the IAM in Cologne in 2000. In addition this would be the first layout I had completed since the scale Z virus infect-
ed me in 1995. Until 1998 I had only started to build a layout. But the complexity I added to the scheme let me lose my courage
to complete it. Now it sits still on the side line. From the beginning of my scale Z enthusiasm I limited my interest on US side
American models of the regular Märklin program. This decision was certainly influenced by the fact that I worked 5 years for
a German oil company in USA (Dallas, Texas) and Canada (Calgary, Alberta). During this time I was always very impressed
by the sturdy US-locomotives and cars. 
Parameter and characteristics of the layout
These pre-conditions given, the following parameter were set up:
- The layout has to be portable and has to fit into a car.
- An American landscape had to be chosen.
- At the fair the layout had to draw attention by optical/acoustical signals.
- The operation has to be eventful but absolutely reliable.
- The versatility and potential of scale Z has to be presented (to get rid of the ‘railroad-in-the-frying-pan image). 
- The layout has to be completed by November 2000.
Dimensions of the layout
Limited by the smallest radius of turn (145 mm) of Märklin curve tracks a smallest width of 16” was given. A length of 48”
appeared to be suitable for the transportation in a car. At the beginning I used 8 mm plywood as base plate (16” x 48”), which
was glued onto a frame made of 2 x 3 cm wooden ledges. Later it was easy to install the control units for an automatic shadow
station, a shuttle service and several sound- and light effects directly below the base plate. To get space for these units (2 1/3”
height), another frame similar to the first one was added. The units were fixed on three 8 mm plywood boards, which in turn
were fixed under the enlarged frame with hinges and magnetic latches. The six heavy and bulky transformers needed were fixed
separately on two plywood boards. One cable with 13 conductors and one cable with 2 conductors connect the transformers
with the layout. To keep off dust, which is in ample supply at fairs, an additional wooden frame was added at both sides and at
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the back. On this frame a clear plastic sheet (16” x 48”) was placed. At the front a vertical clear plastic sheet (4” x 40”) allows
a view also from the front. 
Rail road facilities
With the dimensions as given above only an oval shaped or a ‘dog bone’ shaped circuit is possible besides a shuttle track. I
chose an oval circuit. The ‘exhibition track’ i.e. the front part of the circuit is somewhat curved by inserting Märklin curves
8591 (radius 490 mm). So this part looks less ‘stiff’ - or also less dull - than a straight track. To get some variety for the train
operation, I built parallel to the back section of the circuit, a two-track shadow station (System Lauer), with fully automatic
operations. So, three different trains may be shown alternating on the ‘exhibition track’. This part is hidden below a raised tract
of land. I do not like to see trains with longer cars running on narrow curves e.g. with a radius of 145 mm. The cars stretching
its ends far off the track, are always an eye sore for me. So, the curves of the circuit were also hidden under the higher situat-
ed tract of land. Just before the beginning of the curves the track enters a tunnel. The ‘exhibition track’ is shortened by this
measure to only 30”. But due to the slight curves it looks quite well. Longer trains are not possible on this circuit anyhow, if
the automatic shadow station is used. To provide a space to present special models, a turnout is inserted just left before the tun-
nel entrance. There a short branch line branches off from the main line towards the front of the layout. There the special mod-
els sit patiently because the relevant signal ahead shows permanently a red light. In the middle of the oval track was some
remaining space. There on a 1” higher elevation a slightly curved shuttle track with a automatic control device (System
Viessmann) was installed. It begins at the right side at the foot of a mountain descent. It disappears on the left side in a tunnel.
In the tunnel enough space is available for a short train to be parked but which is not seen from outside.
Scenery and structures
It is a freelance scenery. However in principle it shows an area of the Panhandle in the north-western part of Texas. There the
steep reddish slopes of the Palo Duro Canyon area attracted my attention. In this area some oil fields are also situated. The lower
level on the base plate is governed by a now dry river-bed with rocks spread out over it. The elevated main line crosses the
creek on a modern bridge. The elevated branch line borders the creek. A street crosses the main line. The main material for dec-
oration is fine meshed sand and some turf, glued on the plywood with a white glue/water mixture. Small coloured cork crumbs
are added simulating boulders which fell from the slope. Gluing 10 layers of 2 mm cork sheets one upon the other formed the
middle level. On this level the crude oil treating and loading facilities are placed. I made all the structures either by kit bashing
(parts from Kibri kits) or by building from scratch e.g. an office trailer, tank farms, crude oil treating plant and tank car load-
ing facility. Only for the tank truck loading platform a Faller-kit was used. Also the shuttle line is placed on this level, crossing
the creek over a wooden bridge I built from scratch. Fine meshed sand and black paint (bitumen) were used for decoration. For
the upper level first a rim (representing the slope) was formed. Several layers of 2 mm thick and 1 - 2 inches wide cork stripes
were glued one upon the other until a height of 2 1/2 inches. Tunnel entrances were left out (no artificial tunnel portals). This
‘slope’ was treated with a sharp screw driver to simulate cracks, rifts and caverns. Then it was coloured red. Using fine alu-
minum wire mesh as a basis, covered with thoroughly folded crepe paper soaked with a white glue/water mixture, the scenery
of the upper level was formed. It covers the area of the narrow curves and shadow station. On this level poor pasture-ground is
prevailing (fine turf Woodland-Noch). Mesquite and other trees (lichen, other small branch twigs and herbs found in the gar-
den) are scattered. Also Saguaro cactuses (drilled copper wire and then painted) are growing. With fences the various areas are
separated. ‘Texas Gates’ on the roads passing through the areas hold back the grazing horses, cattle and sheep. On this level
from left a road is runs alongside the slope to a fenced-in oil production area on the right. There a small production control
building (amended container), five oil wells and the ‘pig trap’ of a pipeline are assembled. A pumping unit (donkey head) has
already been installed on one well, which probably had too low of a production rate. The unit was built from scratch. A truck
mounted well-servicing unit (kit bashing from Märklin and Kibri kits) is waiting at the wellhead of a second well to do the
change there. Parallel to the road a pipeline has been installed. Several vehicles like a ditching dredger, side boom vehicle (kit
bashed) and bulldozers are busy to do a repair work. In the middle of the left front slope an ancient Indian dwelling from the
12th century is found. It looks like the ‘Montezuma Castle’ dwelling from Arizona. 
Light and sound effects
When a train approaches, still within the tunnel, from right the ‘exhibition track’, a reed contact initiates an US-type whistle
sound (Busch). Thereafter a light barrier (Busch), still within the tunnel, initiates the crossing bell (Busch) and the blinking red
lights of the crossing signal (built from scratch). The road is crossing just at the left tunnel entrance. Both, the crossing bell and
the crossing signal are active until the last car of the train has passed the crossing. When the shuttle train on the shuttle line
approaches and leaves the tank car loading facilities, a Reed-contact initiates the sound of a horn of a diesel loco (Busch). When
the train is present at the loading facilities, the following red and yellow lights are blinking: on the office trailer, on the signal
structure at the border between the railroad- and the oil facilities area and at the street crossing within the oil facilities area. In
addition the sound of a passing train (Busch) can be initiated manually for a short time or permanently. All sounds can be
switched off individually. So, in principle always either a sound or a light effect was to be heard or seen. In addition two trains
were generally running at the same time. As a result passing visitors was attracted and the layout was generally crowded. 
Rolling Stock
For the shuttle trains I modified two Märklin locos BR 361 of the DB AG. With some good will and imagination a short ver-
sion of the US-American loco EMD NW5 may be recognized. These two locomotives together with one tank car were shuttling
back and forth, hauling the crude oil. The double traction I used to increase the reliability of the shuttle operation. On the oval
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circuit an Amtrak passenger train was running. Two Märklin F7 locos were pulling four passenger cars. With this configuration
the ‘exhibition track’ was already fully used. The most popular show piece on the siding was the steam locomotive ‘Casey
Jones’. Thanks to Mr. Kai Wuestermann (Friends of scale Z Hamburg), who assembled for me the kit from Westmodel and
painted it exemplary, this model was available for the fair. With my soldering skills, only a small heap of scrap metal would
have resulted. 
Operation during the fair
After having put together the layout and power supply at the booth of the ‘Stammtisch Untereschbach’/Z Club 92 on the evening
before the fair opening, nothing happened. No light, no movement, no sound! Panic!!! After studying at home the plan of the
electrical layout and a thorough search and the elimination of two faults the next morning the whole system worked smoothly.
However, after I experienced two failures (derailing at turn outs) I switched off the automatic shadow station. Only the Amtrak
train was running thereafter on the mail line. The shuttle train operated without any problems. During the four days of the fair
the two F7 Amtrak locomotives achieved a total length of running distance of about 13 miles! Only on the last afternoon at
around 16 hours, both the 2nd F7 Amtrak loco as well as the 2nd shuttle loco refused to run anymore. But the two other locos
ran until 18 hours. 
Outlook
As actual every layout also my layout is not finished. Four real moving pumping units have to replace the existing wellheads.
This increases the attractions of the layout. The slope on the right side has to be filled similar to the slope on the left side. I plan
to cut a relief similar to the one at Mount Rushmore (South Dakota). That shows the heads of four US presidents. My monu-
ment however is to remember at the historic last battle between the Comanche led by their last war chief Quanah and the 4th
cavalry of the US government troups led by Col. Mackenzie. This battle took place in the Palo Duro Canyon area. The heads
of these two men will be seen as a relief at the slope. Most of all I have to add people to the layout. However, this may last a
little bit longer because most of these tiny figures (Preiser and Noch) have to be painted or repainted to match US style cloth-
ing. Due to the very small dimensions of a layout in scale Z, some details were not seen or were just overlooked. The pictures
proof that close-ups show more. Dieter Nolte

Text for the pictures
Oil production area: One of the five wells has already been equipped with a pumping unit. The service unit is ready to equip
the second well.
Crude oil tank etc.: To get saleable crude oil a treating plant is required.
Signal structure: A signal structure marks the border between railroad- and oil area.
Railroad crossing: It is wise to stop at the blinking signal.
Texas billboard: Environment protection is also big in Texas.
Tank car loading rack: The tank car loading facilities are built from scratch.
Indian dwelling: Indians lived in these cave dwellings in the 12th century.
‘Texas Gate’: Across the parallel pipes in the road, a so-called ‘Texas Gate’, no cattle dare walk. 
Pipeline laying: Apparently, the pipeline crew does not agree on a common pipe diameter.

Page 16: Winner of contest 2/2000 ‘Write an article’
This contest seems to have been a difficult problem. Only three participants showed up! Therefore it was an easy task for us to
choose the winners. We had the delightful situation that all participants were honored for their efforts. Mrs. Siglinde
Dinkelacker, Mr. Manfred Wilhelm and Mr. Dieter Nolte received their winners car.

Page 17: Ferrari
Obviously I am not the only fan of Ferrari!
The friends of the ‘Interessengemeinschaft Spur Z’ (Friends of scale Z) have shown on their layout, that their heart beats for
Ferrari. On this layout, one module represents the F1-race at Hockenheim. There Michael Schumacher on Ferrari triumphed
over Haekkinen, who unfortunately had to quit before the end of the race. To live in Modena, the city of the Z Club 92 and of
Ferrari and the friendly relations with leading persons of Ferrari, surely may have influenced my interests. Herewith, I use the
opportunity to congratulate the whole sports division of Ferrari for winning the drivers world championship and the construc-
tors’ world championship of the Formula One. The everlasting commitment and the continuous persistence during the season
2000 laid the foundation stone of this success. I am not able to escape the joy which overwhelms my hometown. N i c o l a
Malavasi

Page 17: Z-Model of the year 2000
At the annual selection of the ‘Model of the Year’ of the Z Club 92, this year the ‘Glass train’ was chosen. We congratulate the
manufacturer H. Schmidt for this convincing copy of the prototype. Especially, we would like to mention the unique item in
scale Z to provide a car with passengers. 
ET 491
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This rail car is unique. It was completely reconstructed after an accident in 1985. Today, this car is used by the DB-Tourist
Service. In addition to this car, which is used only for the general charter operation, the DB AG has two similar trains. They are
especially equipped for trips of senior citizens, school- and company excursions. 

Page 18: Freudenreich
On the move
At year end 2000 the manufacturer Freudenreich Feinwerktechnik moves to a new company building. The new address is:
Freudenreich Feinwerktechnik, Schwarzer Weg 1 B, D-18190 Sanitz/Meckl.
e-mail: FR.model@T-Online.de, http://home.t-online.de/home/FR.model
As a result the known telephone number is not served continuously. However, there is the possibility to contact them via the
mobile telephone :0177 2453570. The company Freudenreich regrets that due to this situation, delays may occur at the deliv-
ery of articles. The best wishes of the editorial staff and of the Club accompany the company through this busy period. We are
looking forward to being surprised by what the team around Mr. Freudenreich presents next .
Gondola Es of the SSB
At the Intermodellbau in Dortmund the first model of this car was presented. This car is widely used in Switzerland (2100 units).
In the final version the model has tampon printing and a cargo load made of real wood (#ZF308). The kit(#ZB308) has a com-
pleted upper part and coal or scrap iron as cargo loads. Further colours and printing will follow. 
USRA 33’ Hopper FRISCO
This model of an American cargo car, already offered for some time, has been manufactured in a special series with the attrac-
tive FRISCO-colouring. The cars are equipped with Märklin- or Microtrains-couplers (#ZF110h). The models with decal-typ-
ing (L&N, NYC, N&W, Interstate) are omitted from the regular program. They will be available only as kits. Ready made com-
pleted models of the USRA 33’ Hopper will be available in future only as printed limited special series.
Stack Trailer
The model of the ‘Gunderson Husky’ All Purpose Stack Trailer represents a car of the latest American railroad generation. The
pre-series model shown gives an outlook on the manufacturing of FR in 2001. The final model will be equipped with two spe-
cial printed Märklin 40’ containers loaded like the American prototype. For the skilled hobbyist also a low cost kit will be avail-
able.
Lehigh Valley coal train
The train shown, with the Box Cab Diesel locomotive from Ingersoll Rand and General Electric and the three hoppers will be
manufactured at year-end in a limited series. The models, not available as single cars, are presented in an attractive wooden
case.

Page 19: Stammtisch Untereschbach
DB-car converted into a ‘Scale Z World of Event’
The oldie of the railroad museum Dieringhausen represents itself as ‘Scale Z World of Event’ through the efforts of the Z-
Stammtisch Untereschbach. The members spent several hours of hard work at this project. The boxcar received outside a new
paint job in the original reddish colour. Rust was removed and the interior was completely rearranged. To present scale Z at spe-
cial occasions the Z-Stammtisch set up showcases and cupboards. In addition moveable walls and posters were installed. A
small sitting place was available for discussions. The first functional tests like the autumn festival and the first scale Z meeting
in Dieringhausen, the car mastered with bravery. At the moment the preparatory work is underway for the great spring festival
and the 25th anniversary jubilee of the railroad museum Dieringhausen in 2001.

Page 20: Digirail
In our series of articles describing digital model railroad control systems now we are able to present a new system, developed
by the company Muet in Bergkirchen. Because the basic concept corresponds with the principles we outlined in CR 3/2000, we
assume that the operation of a digital system is known. Before we discuss the individual components, we would like to inform
you that Mr. Ing. Dieter Stollner, the founder of Muet, offers a special service. He is prepared to insert for you a decoder into
scale Z locos. It is stated that this is possible even with the BR 89. Even a head light switching related to the direction of move-
ment is included. 
Digital control multi control 2004
In the central digital control unit ‘multi control 2004’ not only the various digital devices are combined in a compact unit. In
addition the unit is very easy to handle and the relation price/value is good. With this central digital control unit ‘multi control
2004’ you are able to control locos equipped with a Selectric-decoder, independently from each other. Furthermore, with this
unit you may program the decoders. Switching of turnouts and signals, stating of operational statuses and a fast connection to
a PC are additional tasks of this unit. The ‘multi control 2004’ is fully compatible with the Selectrix-System. 
Hand control HC 01
The hand control HC 01 is a digital walk around control for locos equipped with Selectrix-decoder. It enables the user to fol-
low the trains along the layout. 
Locomotive booster
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The loco booster 3A for the Selectrix-system is a motor decoder based upon the 66832 decoder. It is suitable for the connection
of motors with up to 3 A running power. In addition it is equipped with three switching outlets with 1 A power rating each.
Without additional programming it is possible to switch between analog- and digital operation. 
Turnout module
The turnout module is required to control up to 8 double coil turnouts with or without end switch off device, decoupling devices,
signals or similar equipment. 
Track module
Track modules are electronic units in SMD technique, which may be used to build simple pre-selected route controls.

Page 22: Cargo Sprinter
One of the few real novelties in scale Z at the Cologne Fair was the CargoSprinter, presented by
HH-Beladungen, Humperdinckstr.5, D-41564 Kaarst-Buettgen 
Phone: 02131 / 51 63 10, FAX: 02131 / 95 83 03.
The model is available in 4 different versions:
- 3000F Kit without motor
- 3000A Kit with motor
- 4000F Assembled model without motor
- 4000A Assembled model with motor
The containers of this modern train are produced by Märklin. The motor is placed under one of the containers on one of the
middle section cars. This system is similar to the so called ‘Geisterwagenprinzip’ (a self propelled car pushes a non-powered
locomotive). Many model railroaders do not like this principle. However, with regard to the conception of the prototype this
scheme seems to be an acceptable compromise also for the skeptic. By the way, this principle is also used by Märklin in the
ICE 3. 
Prototype
The conception of the CargoSprinter intends to combine the advantages of both the railroad and the truck. It was developed by
the company Windhoff in Rheine (Germany). A unit or train includes two powered end cars and three intermediate cars. It may
transport up to ten containers with a length of 25 ft each and 16 t weight. So the total pay load is up to 160 t at a dead weight
of the train of about 120 t.
Volume wise this represents five trucks. To carry the total payload, even adding a sixth truck would not do it. And only just one
driver is needed. To compensate and to minimize the disadvantages of a rail bound haul, the only a few minutes lasting cou-
pling process is supported by automatic couplings and contact free transfer of data and power. Every CargoSprinter unit is inde-
pendent, however, within three minutes a train of up to seven cars is formed. At the destination the various cars are separated
and/or combined as required. The equipment of the CargoSprinter represents the most modern railroad engineering, e.g. the
‘low pollution’ diesel motor fulfills the Euro II-exhaust gas norm. This feature enables the usage of this unit on non-electrified
tracks e.g. rural railroad- and underground lines. The fuel consumption is at least 15 % less compared with the consumption of
five trucks. According to statements of the DB AG up to 35 % lower consumption is possible when several units are combined.
And at least with this system the general advantages of the rail bound transport are coming forward: much higher safety against
accidents and about 50 % higher final speed of 75 mph compared with trucks. 
Employment and outlook
In 1996 DB AG asked the company Windhoff to develop and construct four CargoSprinter trains. In the media much was report-
ed about this innovation in cargo transportation. After the presentation of the first experimental unit STE-E, the building of fur-
ther three units of the pre-series started. After a lengthy test- and licensing program they were introduced for hauling opera-
tions. The German Minister of Transportation, Mr. Mattias Wissmann was present when on 4th of September 1997 the four
trains were presented at a ceremony in Bonn. In addition to the press, several important haulage contractors, freight carriers and
logistic companies attended the ceremony. In the speeches unanimously the importance of this innovation, the ‘truck on rails’,
was emphasized. The formation of short transport units enables DB AG to react very rapidly and, more importantly, flexibly to
changing transportation requirements. With this system, DB Cargo may capture transportation volume back from the highways
onto the tracks.
The train has the series number BR 690 at the DB AG. After their presentation and a promotion tour the trains were used in trial
runs on the route Hamburg to Hannover and, after automatic couplers in Hannover, further to Frankfurt. The same units were
used on the opposite route during night under contract of the haulage contractor Hellmann and Birkart. The contract for these
trial runs ended this year and the trains went on sidings. 
The question is, if DB Cargo is missing the opportunity of a bright future, because it is (again) not capable of managing mod-
ern logistic systems. The clients are still interested, as the cooperation between Windhoff and Fiege shows.
Logistic shows.
With its innovation the company Windhoff is not more solely dependent on the biggest customer in Germany. This medium
sized company was able to develop this techniques even further. Based on the CargoSprinter a whole family of most modern
MPV (multi purpose vehicles) has been developed. Orders from the UK keep the company busy into 2001. With these railroad
service vehicles nearly all tasks of track maintenance are performed. Also on the area of its original function the CargoSprinter
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has again a future. The contracts are signed for the production of forty powered end cars for operations in Australia. It is planned
to start the delivery III. quarter 2001. The trains will be used for the short haul service up to 200 miles between producers and
ports at the Australian East coast. AvH

Page 24: Schmidt
Two surprising novelties were presented by the manufacturer Schmidt, Hameln, at its booth at the Cologne fair. First, a four
axle SSy - heavy-duty car of DB with a typical car load was presented (see picture below). Such transports of wheel sets from
and to the repair shops were and are an everyday appearance at the railroads. The super-structure is made of brass castings. It
is painted in black and grey. Second, a three-axle snowplow, seasonal to the time of the year (but not only…) was presented by
Schmidt. Wintertime is the most difficult season for the European railroads: Higher operation costs due to the cost of car heat-
ing, higher maintenance costs due to the removing of snow and heating of turn outs, water pipes and other important equip-
ment. In addition winter related operational break downs occur. To keep the latter under control, the railroad administrations
had compiled very sophisticated logistics. You cannot influence the weather. Totally snowed in tracks, however, are rare for the
last century. During the discharge period of older locos with tender, the DB and DR used the opportunity, to convert the then
useless three axle tenders at low cost into snow plows. Even if in very snow endangered areas steam snow plows were used,
the converted snowplow tender was the most common vehicle to control the snow in most parts of Germany (and Europe). In
every BW and also in certain stations snow plow tenders were stationed. These devices held their winter-sleep on sidelines to
this day, when coupled ahead of a loco, they had to do their work. Many tenders survived their locos by several decades. Even
despite the fact that nowadays a certain number of rotary snowplows are available, the snowplow tender is still in use in cer-
tain areas. The prototype of the model of Schmidt was on the tracks till the eighties. The model is made of plastic and brass
casting. The following two versions are available now: painted in black and red or only in black.

Page 25: Heckl small series manufacturer
Weserstrasse 15, D-44807 Bochum, Phone and FAX: o234 / 50 30 96
http://www.hecklkleinserien.de, e-mail: service@hecklkleinserien.de

Finally the design of the buffer plank no longer presents a problem!
This to scale and finely detailed buffer plank kit was developed for locos which have no Märklin coupling and for locos which
have to show at one end a prototype like front side. At most of the locos the installed buffer plank appears to be very dull. Now,
you are able to add all important parts like hooks, coupling iron, brake hoses, electrical heating devices and electrical sockets.
Only one condition prevails: You must be able to handle a 0.3 or 0.4 mm drill. Also you have to have following tools: Micro
tweezers and scalpel. The least costly kit (DM 8.-) includes all parts you need to complete two diesel- or e-loco- buffer planks.
A similar kit for steam locos is in preparation.

Page 25: Misprint
Among the cars for the ‘Stammtisch Stuttgart’ we received, there was one misprint. One of the hundred cars has a clear defect:
The colours red and black were printed, but the colours yellow, blue and green were omitted. Obviously this car slipped through
the rigid checks of Märklin, but not through the similar rigid checks of the Z Club 92. Relating to this car we got information
of a second defect: here the red printing ‘Stammtisch Stuttgart’ was omitted completely. We have some doubts that such a defect
passed through both rigid checks. It is strange that in the contrary the red in the Z Club 92 logo is printed. In addition we paid
for this car a ‘five colours printing’. We do not like to give an official statement in this matter. However we warn to assume a
real misprint. It may be a mere manipulation.

Page 26: Fairs - Dieringhausen
From October 30th to November 1st a meeting took place at the museum in Dieringhausen, dedicated to scale Z. The museum
is a former maintenance and repair shop with an impressive turntable. This event drew much interest from the public.  Also, the
presence of the Bavarian S3/6 with the new, Märklin sponsored painting attracted much interest. This event was therefore influ-
enced more by the prototype than by a get-together of scale z model railroaders. Also, the absence of Märklin, the Märklin
Insider Club and some other manufacturers and the poor advertising of the organizer had a negative influence on this event. It
drew barely more scale Z visitors than a regular public scale Z market. At future meetings in Dieringhausen these problems
should be solved.

Page 26: Fairs - Cologne
From November 9th to November 12th 2000 the important fair of model railroading took place in Cologne. At this fair - one
of the most interesting fair of model railroading in the world - 210 manufacturers and 20 organizations from 13 different coun-
tries were present. More than 130,000 visitors attended the fair during the four days. From 9:00 in the morning to 18:00 in the
evening the many visitors had the opportunity to contact the most important manufacturers. Unfortunately our friend Harald
Freudenreich was not present. However, he provided us with information on his latest developments (see page 18). We attend-
ed the fair on invitation of MIBA (association of model railroading in Germany). We like to use the opportunity to thank MIBA
for this invitation. Between the clubs invited by MIBA also this year a competition took place to elect the best layout present-
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ed. Also the second and third winner got a price. The Z Club 92 was represented by Siegfried Puschmann with his wonderful,
more than 50 feet long layout. It was presented at our booth. On the photo below you see our operators Peter Burgard, Siegfried
Puschmann and Thomas Zeeb at the layout. Unfortunately, all prizes went, as always, to scale HO layouts. But we received at
least a decoration for having attended the competition. On the photo you see Siegfried Puschmann with the decoration. For the
last two years ago we have shared our area with the ‘Stammtisch Untereschbach’ (see page 19 and the report on a layout on
page 12).

Page 27: Conrad
The company Conrad Elektronik introduced in Cologne its new catalogue 2001 which was noticed by the model railroad scene
with high interest. Beside of some kits of electronic devices, which may be useful to solve some problems, the catalogue
includes novelties for scale Z, like kits for signals and lanterns. Unfortunately, these ‘novelties’ are not new models. They are
known models, produced by Viessmann.

Page 27: ER DECOR
Since October the Germany based importer of the company ER DECOR has a new address and new telephone number as fol-
lows: Loedelstrasse 12, D-90459 Nuernberg, Phone: 0911 - 32 62 374, FAX: 0911 - 94 43 631

Page 27: HEICO
The manufacturer Heico announced very interesting news. In Nuremberg seven different kits in scale Z around the steam-loco
maintenance shop made from brass will be presented. All models will be available in April 2001.

Page 27: JEWEHA
The manufacturer JEWEHA presents the new item, article No. 0231: it is a finely crushed lime-stone. Due to the colour and the
size of the particles, this ballast is very suitable to ballast French and Belgian tracks.

Page 27: Beier
Small Sanding facility
The manufacturer Beier, specialist in scenery and structures around stations, maintenance shops and play grounds, presented a
filigree model of the sanding facility of the maintenance shop ‘Lindau’. Sanding facilities were used to provide steam locos
with break-sand during the daily maintenance. The model is assembled and painted. Art.-No.: 080310 Colour: dark-grey/black

Page 28: Märklin Z
The presence of Märklin at important fairs is always very significant. In Cologne the company had gathered on an area of more
than 10,000 sq ft a huge collection of layouts and models. For us scale Z friends it was possible to see the soon to be released
models, reserved only for the members of the club Märklin Insider. So we looked at the BR 50 with cabin tender and the steam
powered rotary snowplow. We inform the collectors that the members of the club Märklin Insider received as a present a large
poster picturing in colour the legendary American steam locomotive ‘Big Boy’. This steam loco was also the theme of a new
ruler, which was sold at the booth. One of the most important news for the scale Z collectors was the presentation of a Christmas
car (80610). This Christmas car is contained in a transparent ball with a diameter of 70 mm. With a golden cord you may hang
the ball from your Christmas tree. 
Advent calendar 2000
Another highlight of the presentation of this year’s mini-club models is the Advent calendar 2000. The calendar (about 25 1/2”
x 18” x 2 1/2”) contains 24 mini-club cars of different and individual designs. From the 1st to the 24th of December - every
day till Christmas - there is a genuine surprise. 17 different types of cars make the ‘door opening’ to a real highlight of the
Christmas season. The cars are painted abstract and without a prototype. Motives of famous persons, well known buildings,
landscapes and regions are shown. It is a journey around the world with mini-club. Some cars were completed with specific
loads, typical for the relevant country. This calendar is a must for the collector. These special cars are only available in this cal-
endar, not individually.

Page 29: S 3/6 Royal Locomotive
The golden coloured boiler rings are program: the new express train locomotive with tender of class S 3/6 from Märklin repre-
sents a model railroad of the highest category. With this loco the tradition bound company from Goeppingen honours the won-
derful prototype of the Royal Bavarian State Railroad (K.Bay.Sts.B.). At the same time with this model the way is opened to
the railroad era V for the enthusiasts of the world wide smallest series of model railroads. 
Unique Appearance
The prototype - the well maintained and still in working condition locomotive with the road number 3673 - is so outstanding
that Märklin produced a scale Z model with many special features. Frame and upper part are made from metal. The loco is 106
mm long and has the new 5 pole motor. 
Black - Gold - Blue
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The painting of the tiny locomotive is beautiful. The colour corresponds with the Royal blue of the prototype. Additional fas-
cinating optical elements are the gold coloured funnel rim, the gold coloured boiler rings and the offset black smoke tube.
Another beautiful detail are the tree front lights. 
A salute to king Ludwig II
In memory of the ‘fairy-tale’ king Ludwig II, who drowned in the lake Starnberg in 1886, the original locomotive in the
Bavarian Railroad Museum was painted in bright blue early 2000. This is the prototype for the scale Z model. Blue was the
favorite colour of the king who got famous worldwide as builder of the castles Neuschwanstein, Linderhof and Herrenchiemsee.
Also the railroad was one of his ‘hobbies’. He loved to travel across his country in his own train. Of course has king Ludwig
II never saw the S 3/6 loco, built by J.A. Maffei in Munich. In 1908 this elegant loco was presented to the Bavarian people.
And they were very delighted. Since then the S 3/6 remains a well-received loco. The loco is produced only in 2000 and is avail-
able only at the mini-club Centers. Märklin Press

Page 29: Halwa
Car Set ‘Apple Harvest’ (Art.-No. 1505)
Two gondolas of different design are loaded with red and green apples. One gondola is an Es of the Czech State Railroad (CD),
the other is an Om 21 of the German Federal Railroad (DB). Cars of the Es type were built according to the UIC regulations.
They were used by several European Railroad companies. Between 1955 and 1962 the German Federal Railroad (DB) alone
had 15,471 cars of the type Omm55 (Es) in operation. 
Kit Ommv 62 / 72 (Art.-No. 1520)
This kit represents a self-unloading hopper of the DB. In 1960 DB received the first 50 units from Talbot, Aachen. In the years
1962 - 1963 DB received additional 390 units of an improved version. The latter unit has higher sidewalls. 
Loading Measurement (Art.-No. 1100)
This is an assembled model with moveable parts. Such a device to limit the loading dimensions is a must for every layout. 
Tank Container ‘HTC’ (Art.-No. 1150)
This model of a 20 ft container of British Rail (BR) fits the scale Z flatcar. The tank is painted and has fine prints made with
the tampon printing system. The container can be folded. 
Tank Container ‘Fischinger’ (Art.-No. 1151)
This model of a 20 ft container of the tank- and silo carrier Fischinger is assigned at the DB. Tank containers are not only used
to transport chemicals and gasoline. Also treated water is hauled. 
Engine House (one track) (Art.-No. 1109) 
Garages (Art.-No. 1130) 
Tin Huts (Art.-No. 1110) 
Construction container (Art.-No. 1115) 
Planned: Rolling Ladder

Page 31: Invitation
Invitation to the monthly evening meetings, beginning at 19 hour, of the Z Club 92 in Stuttgart - Bad Cannstadt, Mercedes
Strasse 109 in the VfB club center. 
The dates of the meetings in 2001 are as follows: 
Monday 15th of January 2001
Monday 12th of February 2001
Monday 12th of March 2001
Monday 9th of April 2001
Monday 14th of May 2001
Monday 11th of June 2001
Monday 9th of July 2001
Monday 13th of August 2001
Monday 10th of September 2001
Monday 8th of October 2001
Monday 12th of November 2001
Monday 10th of December 2001 (Christmas party).
We, the Z Club 92 team, will be happy if many friends of scale Z show up.
Questions, proposals and critics please send to the area representative:
Mr. Thomas Zeeb, Paul-Koepff-Weg 28, D-73037 Goeppingen
Phone: 07161 - 969453, FAX: 07161 - 969457, e-Mail: ZClub92Stuttgart@aol.com
Page 31: Z Market
In each issue of Club Revue, we offer members the opportunity to insert a buy, sell or swap ad for anything related to Z scale.
This service is provided free of charge, exclusively for private individuals who are members of Z Club 92. Ads placed by busi-
nesses and trade ads in general are refused. Your ad can have up to twenty words without abbreviations and must be typewrit-
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ten (typewriter or word processor) or must have clearly legible handwriting. The ad must include your name, address and sig-
nature, or it will not be accepted. Ads are run on a fist-come, first-serve basis and depend on the amount of space available;
consequently, you may find your ad in some future issue other than the immediate one. Submit all ads to: Z Club 92, Via
Morgagni 15/2, I-41100 Modena, ITALY
We are looking for the following copies/numbers of the Märklin Magazin:
1972: 1, 3, 4 1973: 2, 4 1974: 1, 2, 3, 4 1976: 2               1977: 1 1978: 2
1981: 1 1982: 1 1983: 1                            1984: 1
Please send your offer to the Z Club 92.

Z - Market in Bochum-Dahlhausen
Our friend Wolfgang Hirt has published the dates of the Z - Market in 2001. The Market takes place on sundays in the city-rail-
way station Bochum-Dahlhausen. Doors open at 10.30 hours.

21st of January 2001 18th of March 2001
20th of May 2001 26th of August 2001
21st of October 2001 2nd of December 2001

Page 31: Competition
The competitions published in each issue of club revue are certainly among the most interesting activities of Z Club 92.
Competitions are open to all members and we present awards to three participants for the quality of their entries. The president
of Z Club 92 makes up the panel of judges together with the direction committee. The judges’ decision is final. Winners will be
rewarded with one of the 100 cars specially made for the competition. The cars will be shipped to the winners as soon as they
are available in accordance with our rule of annual shipments. Past winners are also allowed to enter new competitions. To take
part, simply send your entry as requested and mark the envelope “Competition No. X,” whereby instead of the X, the number
of the relevant competition is inserted. 

Competition 4/2000: ‘Photo Contest’
Closing date: 31st of March 2001 (date of the postmark)
Please send us by closing date an unusual colour photo or slide of a well-known locomotive. For the material sent in, the
rules on page 3 prevail.

Page 32: mini-club - Getting a strong product even stronger
Excerpt from a report on the business year 1999 of the Managing Director Marketing and Distribution of Märklin Holding
GmbH Mr. Wolfgang Topp on the occasion of the annual press conference on October 5th, 2000 in Frankfurt/Main:

Dear Ladies, dear Gentlemen,
probably only a few of you remember when Märklin introduced the scale Z, the mini-club railroad on the market. It was 1972
- the year of the Summer Olympics in Munich - and it was a real sensation, when the first locomotives and cars with a gauge
of only 6.5 mm and the scale 1:220 were presented to the public at the Toy Fair in Nuremberg. Since then scale Z is the small-
est electric model railroad of the world, which is produced in large quantity. Around the globe it is a most popular play object,
which has already a certain cult status. In the now 28 years since market introduction, the smallest gauge of the Märklin-fami-
ly has experienced a magnificent development. It has helped to extend continuously the good reputation of this company as
leader in the technology of the model railroad industry. With all our strength we have ensured during these nearly three decades
that the fans of scale Z were always delighted of new, unusual and technical demanding models. As of summer 2000 Märklin
pursues under the name ‘mini-club Center-Partner’ a unique presentation of scale Z in Germany and in some neighboring coun-
tries. The purpose of this initiative is to achieve the optimum in product presentation and a high availability of our products in
the specialized shops. I may give you the facts and data of this mini-club Center-Partner Initiative. At the beginning of 1999 we
have in wide spread interviews the actual ideas of our customers instigated. The results we have compared with our then used
distribution structure and forms of presentation in the shops. The outcome of this study showed us that we had to re-organize
and to adapt our then prevailing distribution structure, the product presentation and the product assortment. As a result of this
new orientation, the idea was born to get together especially strong and innovative specialized dealers in a net of so-called
‘mini-club Center-Partner’. This idea was then realized. In future about 450 shops in Germany and some neighboring countries
may call themselves Märklin mini-club Center-Partner. 
Large assortment in scale Z
You have been chosen because your specialized shops have many interested scale Z customers and you are situated at good to
very good market areas. As a high performing partner of Märklin, from now on you receive various incentives to complete your
assortment and to present it at a prominent place. These incentives include collectors brochures, attractive novelties, modern
illuminated banners, interesting displays for the shop windows and as highlight a big, beautiful Center-Club show case to dis-
play several models of mini-club. If you, dear Ladies and dear Gentlemen and your readers like to know, where the next mini-
club Center-Partner is, please simply look at our Märklin-Homepage at: www.mini-club.märklin.de. There you find the com-
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plete list of all mini-club Center-Partner shops. Skeptics may argue, if the sales of these 450 specialized shops may support the
further existence of scale Z. Yes is the clear answer. Our analysis shows that this group today already achieves more than 90
percent of the total scale Z sales. According to our motto: ‘We support our most important trading partners as effective as pos-
sible!’ We do not limit our distribution system. In the contrary we improve it many times over by joint activities. As a conse-
quence we expect that the trademark mini-club will continuously expand its share of the total sales of Märklin.

Wolfgang Topp


